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We raised Marco’s banner and took the obligatory photographs. An 
ascent of the Dent d’Hérens from Valpelline had suited the aims of both 
the Alpine Convention and the local guides. A key part of a greener, yet 
economically sustainable Alps is the promotion of ‘soft tourism’ – that is 
low impact pursuits like hiking and climbing. And Valpelline has plenty of 
scope.

Contrary to expectations, the great reservoir has quite a natural feel to it, 
once, that is, you’re out of sight of the soaring dam wall. Old larches along 
the shoreline give way to flower-rich pasture then the wild upper valley; 
there is no public road beyond the dam, just a track to Refugio Prarayer 
at the head of the reservoir, and no ski infrastructure of any sort. The 
contrast to the Zermatt or Chamonix areas could hardly be starker – but 

wildness and a dearth of visitors 
hardly make for a vibrant tourist 
economy. The Valpelline guides’ 
association has only 18 members 
and of these only one is close to 
working full time as a guide and 
instructor (and then often out of 
the area); the rest have day jobs 
as electricians, firemen and so 
on. Not only would the guides 
welcome more business; its effect 
would percolate through hotels, 
B&Bs and restaurants to the 
valley in general.

Mountain anniversaries come 
thick and fast these days. Often, 
due to weather or perhaps the 

age of the participants, there is a good deal more wining and dining than 
climbing. Our ascent of the Dent d’Hérens was something of an exception: 
dining was mostly pasta, a hearty evening meal at the Aosta hut and a few 
Birra Morettis, wine and fontina cheese when the job was done. We raised 
a glass to the AC pioneers and their guides and went on our way.

Great thanks are due: firstly to Maurizio and Marilia Gaillard for warm hospitality 
at their lovely pension at Fénis in Valle d’Aosta (chezgaillard.bb@libero.it); to 
guides Maurizio, Claudio Rosset and Andrea Celesia for their care and company on 
the mountain; also to Daniela Formica of Club 4000 (open to all who have climbed 
30 alpine 4000ers and crave more: club4000.it), to Gigi Vignone, guardian of the 
Aosta hut, and not least to our ‘facilitator’, Marco Onida.

Celebrating success at the Aosta hut: Claudio 
Rosset, Andrea Celesia, Stephen Goodwin and 
Daniela Formica. (Maurizio Gaillard)
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Late in 2013 Mike Pinney and I started to think seriously about a suit-
able expedition to the greater ranges in 2014 and Peru’s Cordillera 

Blanca came high on the list of possibilities. Having been there seven years 
ago with Stuart Worsfold we easily identified some key objectives, with the 
iconic Alpamayo – arguably one of the world’s most attractive mountains 
and a coveted summit – dominating the programme. Not long after adver-
tising the expedition we had a full team. Indeed, more than a full team as it 
was hugely oversubscribed. Eventually eleven participants were enrolled, 
although Mike’s untimely death in a climbing accident in Wales in March 
ultimately reduced this to ten. 

Team members from various parts of Britain eventually converged on 
Paris at the start of June for the long flight to Lima. With everything going 

Dedicated to our late Honorary Treasurer, Mike Pinney

Huandoy Sur (6160m), Oeste (6356m) and Norte (6395m), with Pisco (5752m) 
on the far right, from the upper Llanganuco Valley. (Derek Buckle)
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to plan we then travelled northwards to Huaraz, the climbing capital of 
Peru, taking advantage of a luxury limousine for the 8-hour journey.

Huaraz (3100m) was the base to which we regularly returned, a town 
devastated like much of central Peru by the Great Peruvian Earthquake 
of 1970 which measured 7.7 on the Richter Scale and killed an estimated 
70,000 people. Over forty years later the place still looks like a project 
under construction, but it is nevertheless a vibrant centre of activity that 
provides a stupendous panorama of Huascaran, Peru’s highest peak, and 
other stunning mountains. 

After two days of acclimatisation, including the classic walk up to 
Laguna Churup, we left for Pashpa where, assisted by arrieros and donkeys, 
we trekked for five hours to our first base camp at 4400m in the Quebrada 
Ishinca. Despite the popularity of this valley, it was not crowded and base 
camp offered magnificent easterly views towards Tocllaraju (6032m) and 
Palcaraju (6274m). 

Two days later John, Nick, Richard and I traversed Ishinca (5530m), 
ascending by its north-west slopes (PD) and descending to base camp via 
the south-west ridge (PD-). The next day Andy and Yvonne collected 
Mel from her bivvi at an intermediate camp to make a second traverse of 
Ishinca.

On 9 June Richard and I set off early to climb the south slopes and east 
ridge of Urus Este (5495m, PD-) while John and Nick, who had set off 
some while later, galloped past high on the route with a group of Cana-
dians in hot pursuit. Despite a marked cloud inversion in the valley the 
compact summit offered great views of Tocllaraju, Ishinca and other peaks 
and is an attractive acclimatisation peak.

Meanwhile, Kate, Keith and Adele contented themselves with an explor-
atory walk up the valley to the Tocllaraju high camp while the other three 
took advantage of the fine almuerzo provided by our cook Antonio and his 

The team: Richard Toon, Andy Stratford, Adele Long, John Kentish, Keith Lambley, 
Yvonne Holland, Kate Ross, Mel Michon and Nick Berry. (Derek Buckle)

assistant Chrisaldo after their climb on Ishinca.
The following day we decamped for the return to Huaraz accompanied 

to the road-head by our arrieros and donkeys. It was only an overnight stay 
as we planned to walk into Yanapaccha base camp on 11 June. Taking 
advantage of four porters, Adele, Andy, John, Nick, Richard, Yvonne and 
I were driven up the Quebrada Llanguno until we reached ‘curva 42’ at 
4580m from where a two-hour straightforward traverse led to the scenic 
moraine camp nestling beside a small lake at 4817m. The views from this 
camp were stunning too, with the multiple summits of Chacraraju (6112m) 

John Kentish on the descent from Peak 5368m. (Andy Stratford)
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dominating the extensive panorama. 
The whole team bar Andy, who was still suffering from altitude head-

aches, climbed the west face (AD-) of Yanapaccha (5460m) the next day 
in the company of two other parties by what must be considered as one 
of the classic non-technical routes in the area, surpassing Pisco (5752m) 
– which I climbed with Stuart Worsfold in 2007 – by some margin. Many 
parties make two abseils from in situ snow stakes on the steep final pyramid 
leading to the summit, but down-climbing is not at all difficult. There was 
some excitement early on when Richard dislodged a fridge-sized boulder 
on the short moraine traverse to the glacier in the dark, but fortunately he 
deftly avoided any unpleasant consequences. Back at camp a quick brew 
was called for before we decamped for the return to the road-head and 
another short sojourn in Huaraz.

June 13 was a rest day on which Adele, Kate, Keith and I sampled 
the delights of the hot springs at Monterray. Unusually, the water here is 
dark brown and there is the expectation of emerging a darker colour than 
on entry. Fortunately this is not the case. Others in the party spent the 
day exploring Huaraz or shopping, but the opportunity to use the cheap 
local collectivos with their colourful occupants is not one that I would have 
missed.

It was now time to move on to Alpamayo base camp in the Quebrada 

Yanapaccha moraine camp, Huandoy massif beyond. (Derek Buckle)

Santa Cruz for an attempt on the major objectives. Leaving Kate and Keith 
to do some exploring at Caraz the remaining party continued to the road-
head at Cashapampa (2900m) where we met up with a new group of arri-
eros. Initially the trail followed the true left bank of the steep-sided Santa 
Cruz gorge until it broadened out before reaching the intermediate Llama-
corral camp at 3787m, some way before Laguna Ichicocha.

Continuing past the two lakes the next day the trail then crossed the desic-
cated plain caused by the 1997 rupture of the Quebrada Arteson moraine 
lake, before a series of zig-zags led steeply to the base camp at 4345m. From 
the comfort of armchairs at home we had then planned to ascend directly 
to the Alpamayo col camp on June 16, but Andy, Mel, Nick, Richard and 
I eventually settled for a night at the intermediate moraine camp at 4973m. 
A guided party pressed on towards the higher camp, but even assisted by 
high altitude porters they made very slow progress up the steeper section of 
the glacier. As if to vindicate our decision several centimetres of snow fell 
that night and we chose to stay put the next morning. 

Once again this decision was fortuitous as around midday the guided 
party descended with news of the dangerous state of both Alpamayo 
(5947m) and our alternative objective, Quitaraju (6036m). Apparently 
some 60-70 cm of new snow had fallen to the east of the col and both 
mountains were avalanching and treacherous. Conditions were so bad 

Richard Toon on summit slopes of Yanapaccha. (Derek Buckle)
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that they had been forced to camp on the col itself rather than reach the 
customary plateau camp area some 100m lower. It would be several days 
before conditions stabilised; time that neither they, nor we, had. Keen to 
see the classic faces of both Alpamayo and Quitaraju we spent a second 
night at the intermediate camp before making an attempt to reach the col 
and returning to base camp. Richard abandoned the attempt very early on 
but Mel and I continued to within 200m of the col before heading back to 

camp. Only Nick and Andy 
carried on to the 5520m col, 
climbing two short pitches 
of seventy degree ice, to 
confirm that the conditions 
were indeed dire, although 
they did get some impressive 
photos of Alpamayo.

Back at base camp John 
had been hatching a back-up 
plan which involved crossing 
the Quebrada Santa Cruz 
to the Sentilo valley from 
where he hoped that we 
could attempt Millis(h)raju The Author on Yanapaccha summit. (John Kentish)

Richard Toon approaching the summit of Urus Este. (Derek Buckle)
Mel, Nick & Andy on the glacier above Alpamayo moraine camp with Laguna 
Arhueycocha and the Pulajirca group behind. (Derek Buckle)

II (5420m), the northernmost peak of Pyramide (5885m). Despite its 
distance from base camp Andy, Nick and I enthusiastically signed up for 
the venture. Meanwhile Adele, Mel and Richard had set their sights on 
traversing the Punta Unión col to complete the classic Santa Cruz trek 
while Yvonne decided to rest and enjoy the delights of base camp cooking. 

Setting off on June 19 the four of us followed the easy traverse along and 
across the Quebrada Santa Cruz until we were forced to slog up the undu-
lating and boggy Sentilo side valley to camp on a grassy knoll at 4584m. 
Evidently the path marked on the map no longer exists, presumably being 
overgrown through disuse as there was little sign of recent activity in the 
valley. Rather disappointingly while sitting comfortably in camp John and 
I failed to see an obvious route through the glaciated buttress leading to 
the NNE ridge of Millis(h)raju II and we were expecting to return empty- 
handed the next day. Andy and Nick, on the other hand, spent some 
considerable time on a closer inspection of the wall and just as they were 
about to give up eventually found a sequence of cairns following a natural 
line of weakness. The climb was on after all!

Clambering over a complex boulder-field in the dark, we followed cairns 
left by Andy and Nick, and easily located the older cairned route leading up 
from the left of the buttress and followed this easily to the sharp NNE ridge 
where we geared up just as a brilliant dawn broke to reveal the magnificent 
south-west face of Taulliraju (5830m).
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Climbing on perfect snow, we skirted a number of large crevasses on the 
corniced ridge to reach the small summit of Millis(h)raju II (PD) – on the 
morning of my 70th birthday – five hours after leaving camp. Returning by 
the route of ascent we then decamped for the long trek back to Alpamayo 
base camp ready for our return to Huaraz. 

With the arrieros having arrived the same evening we departed for 
Cashapampa early the following morning in blisteringly hot weather 
and continued by bus to Huaraz to allow Nick to return home and the 
remaining team to recoup.

On Monday 23 June we left Huaraz for Olleros and our fourth and last 
valley. At 3800m and a little beyond Olleros we were met by our third 
group of arrieros with horses and donkeys to begin the trek to base camp at 
4300m in the Quebrada Rurec. Having been to the Rurec valley previously 
the plan was to attempt Cashan (5716m) from a high camp on the moraine 
to its south, but since this is not a frequented peak little information exists 
on the optimal route. 

Starting from the prominent sub-valley just north of base camp it was 
possible to access the narrow, unstable true right lateral moraine which led 
inexorably towards the glaciated south face of Cashan but after three hours 
we could locate only one small area at 4820m that was deemed suitable for 
one tent. Moreover, the southern aspect of Cashan did not look appealing 
and the approach suggested by our agents, the Morales brothers, had 
distinctly deteriorated in the intervening eight years since they had made 
the climb. Not only had a substantial rockfall exposed a major section of 

John (left), Andy and Nick starting the descent of the NNE ridge of Millisraju II 
(5420m). (Derek Buckle)

the traverse line to the south-west ridge to unnecessary risk, but a line of 
impending séracs compounded the objective danger. As a result all bar 
Richard and I retreated back to base camp to rethink alternatives. 

Although we too had no intention of running the gauntlet across the face, 
Richard thought that he could see a direct alternative to the summit that we 
could investigate the following day and the views of Uruashraju (5722m) 
were stunning. Continuing up the moraine, however, soon suggested that 
the direct alternative was more technical than we were prepared for, but 
that Cashan Norte to our left might be a viable option. Ultimately this was 
not to be as we became entrenched in deep, unstable snow and gradually 
ground to a halt near 5240m. Invoking the maxim ‘discretion is the better 
part of valour’ we retreated and returned to base camp. 

Andy and John meanwhile had relocated further up the valley, intent 
on climbing one of the subsidiary summits on the south ridge leading to 
Rurec (5700m). In this they were successful, managing to gain the summit 
of Peak 5368m (PD) before returning to base camp.

With little time left three of the party climbed to the narrow col at the 
head of the sub-valley south of base camp at approx. 4940m before having 
to return to Huaraz for the journey to Lima and the flight home.

Summary: In June 2014 ten members of the Alpine Club: Nick Berry, 
Derek Buckle (leader), Yvonne Holland, John Kentish, Keith Lambley, 
Adele Long, Mel Michon, Kate Ross, Andy Stratford and Richard Toon, 
visited four separate valleys in the Cordillera Blanca region of Peru, from 
which various parties successfully climbed Ishinca, Urus, Yanapaccha, 
Millis(h)raju and Peak 5368m. Attempts on Alpamayo, Quitaraju and 
Cashan were thwarted due to poor, unstable conditions.

John Kentish at the start of Millisraju’s NNE ridge. (Derek Buckle)


